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Abstract

Cybersecurity assessments are crucial in building the assurance that vital cyberassets are effectively protected from threats. Multiple
assessment methods have been proposed during the decades of the cybersecurity field. However, a systematic literature search
described in this paper reveals that their reviews are practically missing. Thus, the primary objective of this research was to fulfil
this gap by comprehensively identifying and analysing cybersecurity assessment methods described in the scientific literature. A
structured research method and transparent criteria were applied for this purpose. As a result, thirty-two methods are presented in
this paper. Particular attention is paid to the question of the methods’ applicability in realistic contexts and environments. In that
regard, the challenges and limitations associated with the methods’ application as well as potential approaches to addressing them
have been indicated. Besides, the paper systematises the terminology and indicates complementary studies which can be helpful
during assessments. Finally, the areas that leave space for improvement and directions for further research and development are
indicated. The intention is to support researchers and practitioners in choosing the method to be applied in their assessments and to
indicate the areas that can be further explored.

Keywords: cybersecurity, assessment, methods, applicability, usability, management, computer security, information security,
risk assessment, organisational management, business management

1. Introduction

With growing cybersecurity challenges to organisations and
individuals resulting, among the others, from the growing num-
ber and sophistication of threats [8, 110, 143, 34, 29, 57] includ-
ing the advent of AI-based cyberthreats [63] or rapidly evolving
malicious software [12], increases the importance of cyberse-
curity assessments. A security assessment is a process of de-
termining the present cybersecurity posture of an information
system [31, 107, 112] and evaluating the fulfilment of secu-
rity objectives [116]. If performed methodologically, it assures
that critical cyberassets are protected from threats [8, 63, 86]
and that the underlying communication infrastructure will not
induce failures or facilitate intrusions by malicious agents. It
also supports developing the comprehension of the impact of
cyberattacks [43]. Lack of cybersecurity evaluation prevents
new technologies from being deployed into their target fields
[40, 20]. Besides, regular performance of cybersecurity assess-
ments is becoming increasingly required by governments and
industry regulators, what in particular regards critical sectors
[3, 2, 101, 100]. As a result, organisations seek effective and
applicable cybersecurity assessment methods.

Throughout the years of the development of the cyberse-
curity domain multiple assessment techniques have been pro-
posed. However, as this study reveals (see Section 3.5), their
reviews are practically missing. During a thorough literature
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search process, only two systematic reviews dedicated to cy-
bersecurity assessment methods have been identified. Yet they
have a very specific scope (artificial intelligence approaches ap-
plied to vulnerability assessments and the standards for security
assessments in the electricity sector) [65, 77] or the low level of
descriptions’ detail [118].

In consequence, practitioners or researchers willing to choose
a security assessment method in a systematic manner, based
on clear criteria would not find proper support in the litera-
ture. This formed an important gap that needed to be addressed.
The main objective of the research described in this paper was
to comprehensively identify cybersecurity assessment methods
presented in the scientific literature, using a structured process
and evident selection and evaluation criteria. Special attention
was devoted to the aspect of applicability of the methods i.e. the
quality of being applicable or fit to be applied [78]. Applicabil-
ity is higher if a method is well-documented, accompanied by
supporting tools, well-tested, easy-to-learn, and preferably has
been already applied in other contexts [78]. Thus, the evalua-
tion criteria utilised in the research reflect these properties and
include, for instance, the documentation level of detail, required
skills or supporting tools. The intention was to provide the read-
ers with indications on the feasibility of a method’s application
and the associated effort. At the same time, the primary re-
search questions posed for this study regarded the number of
available security assessment methods, the fraction of methods
that could be directly applied by the industry, methods’ charac-
teristics and limitations, challenges related to the application of
the methods and potential ways of addressing them. The anal-
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ysis of the methods based on the predefined evaluation criteria
enabled responding to these questions.

The main contributions of the research are:

• 32 cybersecurity assessment methods were identified in a
structured manner by applying the research method de-
rived from the Webster and Watson’s [135] as well as
Kitchenham and Brereton’s [69] approaches.

• The methods were analysed and compared based on trans-
parent evaluation criteria and classified into five categories
that reflect the most common types of cybersecurity as-
sessment techniques.

• Complementary studies that can be useful during cyber-
security assessments that concern metrics, models, tools
etc. were identified.

• Conceptual ambiguities that arose during the develop-
ment of the cybersecurity domain were resolved by in-
troducing a consistent conceptual framework.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. In the next
section, the fundamental concepts associated with cybersecu-
rity assessments are introduced and terminology ambiguities
are resolved by introducing a coherent conceptual framework.
In Section 3 related works i.e. the existing studies that aim at re-
viewing cybersecurity assessment methods are discussed. The
research method applied in the study is explained in Section 4.
Section 5 is devoted to the presentation of the core results of the
study i.e. the 32 cybersecurity assessment methods documented
in the scientific literature. Complementary proposals related to
cybersecurity assessments that exhibit significant usefulness are
indicated in Section 6. Finally, the main findings of the research
are described in Section 7. Based on them, the improvement ar-
eas and potential further actions could be determined (see Sec-
tion 8). The paper ends with concluding remarks.

2. Concepts, definitions

To provide a clear view of the notions related to cybersecu-
rity assessments, a conceptual framework presented in Figure 1
has been introduced. This section explains the relevant concepts
that are presented in the diagram, starting from the resolution of
conceptual ambiguities that arose during the development of the
cybersecurity domain.

2.1. Cybersecurity assessment and risk assessment

Cybersecurity assessment aims at determining the cyberse-
curity state of an assessed entity (an assessment object) [31,
107, 112]. It answers the question of how effectively the entity
fulfils specific security objectives [116]. It is a cyclic process of
confronting assets with their cybersecurity requirements, tak-
ing into account potential risks, threat consequences and re-
lated costs [58]. With protection measures established in the
system, the cybersecurity assessment aims at evaluating correct
implementation and operation of the controls as well as their

adequateness and effectiveness in regard to satisfying security
requirements for the system [96, 23, 121].

Risk assessment is the process devoted to the identifica-
tion, analysis and evaluation of cybersecurity risks [62, 134,
99, 98]. Risk can be defined as a two-dimensional combination
of events and consequences (of an activity) and associated un-
certainties1 [13]. Risk assessment results in the compilation of
prioritised cybersecurity risks that may affect an organisation or
its environment [99]. During risk identification, risks are being
searched for, recognised and described, including the identifi-
cation and description of risk events their sources and causes as
well as potential consequences [60]. Risk analysis aims at de-
veloping an understanding of the nature of the risks and deter-
mining the risk level. During risk evaluation, the results of risk
analysis are referred to risk criteria to determine which risks
are acceptable of tolerable [60]. Risk assessment is an essential
part of risk management – a compound activity that among the
others incorporates also the treatment of the assessed risks [99].

It is evident that security assessment and risk assessment,
while not completely disjoint, are two different tasks. Security
assessment aims at recognising the level of protection of the
system from threats, while risk assessment indicates what are
the threats and the associated events, consequences, uncertain-
ties and expectations [52]. While it is not their primary focus,
cybersecurity assessments may help in identifying cybersecu-
rity risks [31]. At the same time, risks identified and analysed
during risk assessment often serve for planning security assess-
ment activities [37].

2.2. Cybersecurity assessment method types
In general, cybersecurity assessment methods are based on

testing, examination or interviewing [116, 23, 54]. Testing re-
gards exercising an assessed system or a component in a defined
environment. It can be passive or active [116]. Passive cyberse-
curity testing does not involve any direct interaction with the as-
sessment object, while active cybersecurity testing enables the
interactions to stimulate and evaluate system reactions [116].
Examination is related to analysing, observing, checking, in-
specting, reviewing or checking the assessed object. Interview-
ing involves oral, questionnaire-driven or technologically aided
discussions with individuals or groups of the characteristics of
the assessed object [116]. The most common types of cyberse-
curity assessment include checklist-based evaluation, compli-
ance checking, vulnerability identification and analysis, pene-
tration testing, simulation or emulation-based testing, formal
analysis and reviews.

2.2.1. Checklist-based evaluation, compliance checking
Checklist-based evaluation utilises a list of activities, func-

tions or properties to structure the assessment process. The ele-
ments are subsequently taken from the list and the security state

1Multiple definitions of the risk concept exist in the literature, some of them
based on probability, uncertainty or expected values, other centring around vul-
nerabilities or focused on impact [51, 13]. A comprehensive discussion of these
concepts and the associated development processes is presented by Terje Aven
[13].
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Figure 1: Cybersecurity assessment conceptual framework. The notion of cybersecurity assessment and risk assessment needs to be clearly distinguished. Solid
line arrows depict cause-result relationship. Dashed arrows indicate that a source component may (optionally) provide an input to the destination one. Solid lines
represent categorisations.

of the evaluated system is confronted with them [144]. Compli-
ance checking can be perceived as a special case of checklist-
based evaluation. It determines if assessment objects are in
agreement with the defined cybersecurity objectives, require-
ments or assumptions. Usually, compliance checking is per-
formed in reference to specifications defined in standards or
regulations [23, 20, 131, 54, 61].

2.2.2. Vulnerability identification and analysis
Vulnerability identification aims at recognising flaws in the

assessed entity that can result in a cyberincident. Vulnerability
identification techniques include network discovery, port scan-
ning, vulnerability scanning, wireless scanning, and applica-
tion security examination. This task is usually strongly sup-
ported with automated tools which, for instance, can search a
communication system for a list of predefined vulnerabilities
[23, 28, 116]. Vulnerability analysis (vulnerability validation
[116]) embraces manual or automated exploring of identified
vulnerabilities to confirm their existence and to elaborate fur-
ther on the consequences of their exploitation. Utilised tech-
niques include password cracking, penetration testing, social
engineering and application security testing [116].

2.2.3. Penetration testing
Penetration testing employs analogous techniques and ap-

proaches as malicious intruders do [31, 50, 103], but is per-
formed with authorisation of the analysed organisation [103].

2.2.4. Simulation or emulation-based testing
Simulation or emulation-based testing utilises simulation

and emulation techniques in support of the testing process. The
techniques are usually used to model or replicate the context
or the environment of the assessment object. However, they
can also be used to replicate the assessment object itself e.g.
when operating conditions prevent performing experiments on-
site [53, 44].

2.2.5. Model-based testing, formal analysis
Model-based testing relies on the modelling of the assessed

system or component, together with its relevant context [37].
Formal analysis additionally restricts this approach only to the
models that are strictly mathematical or specified formally to
enable manual or automated examinations that resemble prov-
ing of mathematical theorems and provide analogous strength
of argument [33].

2.2.6. Reviews
Reviews involve passive, usually manual, examinations of

documentation related to the assessed object. The documenta-
tion commonly reviewed during security assessments includes
technical specifications, logs, rules and configuration files [116,
61].

3. Related work – the reviews’ search

In this section the related work i.e. the existing studies that
aim at reviewing cybersecurity assessment methods are pre-
sented. To identify the studies in a comprehensive way the
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research method described in Section 4 was applied. A combi-
nation of keyphrases “security assessment”, “review” and “sur-
vey” was applied to the search. When possible the results were
refined to the computer science and related domains, or to re-
search and review papers. The outcome of the process is sum-
marised in Table 1. Two reviews related to different areas of cy-
bersecurity assessment (methods, standards and tools) and two
reviews that combine risk and security assessment methods, as
well as 13 overviews that present mixed selections of cyber-
security assessment tools, techniques or approaches have been
identified. In this section, these results are described. Also, five
notable risk assessment techniques that provided important ref-
erence to this study, as far as the research method or criteria are
concerned, are briefly presented.

3.1. Cybersecurity assessment methods reviews

Khan and Parkinson [65] review artificial intelligence ap-
proaches applied to vulnerability assessments. Solutions based
on machine learning, automated planning and expert systems
are described. The authors identify knowledge gaps and form
recommendations for further research. Although the study fo-
cuses on artificial intelligence, a substantial part is devoted to
manual, computer-aided and automated vulnerability assessment
techniques. This includes the discussion of their drawbacks and
associated challenges.

Leszczyna [77] surveyed standards that could be applied
to cybersecurity assessments in the modern electricity sector.
The study evidenced the lack of a dedicated, sector-specific
standard that addresses this topic. At the same time, more
than 30 standards related to the field were identified. Among
them, seven general-applicability standards that provide com-
prehensive security assessment guidance (with NIST SP 800-
115 standing out [116]). The study was based on a systematic
research method and transparent standards’ selection and eval-
uation criteria.

3.2. Reviews and overviews that combine risk and security as-
sessment methods

In the review paper of Quassim et al. [107] both, cyberse-
curity and risk assessment methods for industrial control sys-
tems, are studied. The authors elicit 11 standards and guide-
lines based on clear selection criteria. Each of the documents is
briefly described and evaluated based on the criteria that con-
cern the coverage of cybersecurity management processes (in-
cluding those unrelated to cybersecurity assessments). Also,
Cherdantseva et al. [26] studied both cybersecurity and risk
assessment techniques for industrial control systems. The re-
search was based on a systematic approach that employed pre-
defined selection and evaluation criteria and embraced 24 meth-
ods. Fabisiak et al. [35] shortly described and compared 8
methods that are more or less-tightly related to cybersecurity
management (including risk and security assessments). Although
the methods’ elicitation procedure has not been described, nei-
ther selection criteria, the set of introduced comparison criteria
is notable and can be used as a reference. It consists of as much
as 35 elements.

3.3. Overviews of cybersecurity assessment tools, techniques
and approaches

Overviews are studies that do not aim to be comprehensive.
They briefly present certain selections of cybersecurity assess-
ment tools, techniques or general approaches, usually without a
justification of the particular choice of solutions. Also, they do
not describe a research method for the identification and anal-
ysis of the solutions, nor indicate whether such a method was
applied.

A comparative study of 20 cybersecurity testing methods
based on seven analysis criteria was performed by Shahriar and
Zulkernine [118]. The criteria include vulnerability coverage,
source of test cases, test generation method or granularity of
test cases. Besides, the automation aspect of the methods is
investigated. This interesting study locates itself between an
overview and a systematic review. It presents a large number
of techniques, but a structured method of their identification is
not described. The paper would certainly benefit from being
updated and presented in a full-length article as the six-pages
format of a conference paper allowed solely for demonstration
of the criteria and a brief comparative discussion of methods
without descriptions of individual assessment methods and their
detailed analyses.

Shah and Mehtre [117] provide an overview of vulnerability
assessment and penetration testing techniques. After a detailed
introduction to the subject area, the authors indicate four frame-
works that are commonly adopted worldwide as far as cyberse-
curity assessments are concerned: Open Source Security Test-
ing Methodology Manual (OSSTMM), Payment Card Indus-
try Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS), Open Web Application
Security Project (OWASP) and ISO/IEC 27001. Besides, com-
pilations of several freely available tools for automated static
analysis and penetration testing, including RATS, Flawfinder,
Metasploit or Nessus are introduced. Also, Coffey et al. [27]
present an overview of a selection of vulnerability identifica-
tion tools for SCADA systems. The tools include Nmap, Zmap,
Nessus, Shodan and Passive Vulnerability Scanner (PVS).

Alternatively, a more structured approach is applied by Li
et al. [84] who evaluated five open-source vulnerability iden-
tification tools, namely ASIDE, ESVD, LAPSE+, SpotBugs
and Find Security Bugs (FindSecBugs). This useful study fo-
cuses on analysing the effectiveness (the number of detected
vulnerabilities, recall, precision, and discrimination rates) and
the usability of the applications based on clearly defined met-
rics and research questions. Analogous research was conducted
by Holm at al. [55]. Using a well-specified set of properties and
a comparison framework, seven network scanners i.e. AVDS,
Patchlink scan, Nessus, NeXpose, QualysGuard, SAINT and
McAfee VM were analysed. Also, Lykou et al. [88] analyse
cybersecurity assessment tools in a more systematic manner.
The tools comprise the Control System Cyber Security Self-
Assessment Tool (CS2SAT), Cyber Security Evaluation Tool
(CSET), SCADA Security Assessment Tool (SSAT) and Cyber
Resilience Review Self-Assessment Package (CRR). They con-
tain features that make them particularly suitable to the evalu-
ations of industrial control systems and critical infrastructures.
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Table 1: Reviews’ search summary. Abbreviations: RA – risk assessment, SA – security assessment.
Source All

meta-
data

Title Abstract Keywords Manual
search

Relevant RA-
related

SA-
related

SA-
related
sur-
veys

ACM DL 120 3 64 1 n.a. 3 2 1 0
Elsevier SD n.a. 1 32 n.a. 8 3 5 2

Emerald 136 1 50 n.a. n.a. 2 0 2 1
IEEE Xplore 384 7 143 3 n.a. 4 0 4 1

Springer 2853* 121 n.a. n.a. 200 3 4 4 1
Wiley n.a. 0 n.a. 0 n.a. 8 3 8 0

EBSCOhost† n.a. 6 41 0 n.a. 2 1 1 0
Scopus† 6242 10 92 22 92 4 1 2 0
WoS† 120 7 n.a. 89 n.a. 0 0 0 0
Total 9855 156 422 115 292 34 14 27 5‡

* The search embraced entire document contents but was restricted to computer science domain.
† Search results partially repeated findings from searches in other databases.
‡ Search results included three surveys focused on cybersecurity assessments and two reviews that combined

security assessment with risk assessment methods.

In another study dedicated to industrial control systems [54],
the authors evaluated tools that support cybersecurity assess-
ments in respect to their compliance to the NERC’s cybersecu-
rity requirements that are obligatory for critical infrastructures
in the U.S. [97].

The Bertoglio and Zorzo’s [31] overview focused on pene-
tration testing, points out the OSSTMM, Information Systems
Security Assessment Framework (ISSAF), Penetration Testing
Execution Standard (PTES), NIST SP 800-115 guidelines and
OWASP. The authors identified 72 tools that support penetra-
tion testing. Among them, Acunetix, WebInspect, AppScan,
Metasploit, Nessus, NeXpose, Nikto, Nmap, Paros, QualysGuard,
WebScarab and Wireshark are indicated as the most common.
An overview dedicated to vulnerability assessments in auto-
nomic systems is presented by Barrère et al [16]. A substantial
part of the article is devoted to vulnerability description lan-
guages such as Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE),
the Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) or
Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL). This
is followed by the presentation of several tools for vulnerabil-
ity identification, modelling and assessment, including Nessus,
OpenVAS or SAINT, but also MulVAL, DOVAL and ACML.
The paper concludes by demarcating the directions of future re-
search in the field. The overview of Li et al. [85] is focused on
model-based security assessments. Several techniques that em-
ploy tree structures, graphs and Petri Nets are briefly described.

An overview that concentrates on approach types rather than
individual techniques of security assessment is given in [136].
Also, Nath [94] focuses on approaches rather than individual
techniques, however, the study is concentrated on vulnerabil-
ity assessments. The approaches include model-based vulner-
ability analysis, vulnerability assessments using honeynets or
combined black-box and white-box testing.

3.4. Notable reviews of risk assessment techniques

During the search for reviews of cybersecurity assessment
methods several studies concentrated exclusively on risk assess-
ment [51, 134, 93, 59, 48] were identified. Although they do not
provide information on cybersecurity assessment methods, it is
important to note them as they apply systematic research ap-
proaches that are worth analysing and following. For instance,
Gritzalis et al. [51] applied a structured research method with
predefined selection and evaluation criteria to comprehensively
evaluate 10 risk assessment methods commonly applied by the
industry. Wangen et al. [134] systematically developed a frame-
work for evaluating the completeness of risk assessment meth-
ods and applied it to evaluate 11 popular approaches chosen
based on transparent selection criteria. An alternative structured
study of risk assessment techniques was conducted by Ionita
and Hartel [59], who analysed 14 methods, based on transpar-
ent inclusion and analysis criteria.

3.5. Reviews’ search summary

As has been described earlier in this section, only two sys-
tematic reviews dedicated to cybersecurity assessment methods
have been identified. These studies aim at the comprehensive-
ness of results by applying a transparent (described in the paper)
research method. However, the scope of the papers was nar-
rowed to artificial intelligence approaches applied to vulnera-
bility assessments [65] or the standards for security assessments
in the electricity sector [77].

Overviews, on the other hand, only briefly present mostly
small selections of solutions without describing the method of
their identification, nor justifying the choice of the particular set
of the solutions. Thus, the completeness or comprehensiveness
of the studies can not be evaluated. As a result, they do not pro-
vide confidence that any important contributions have not been
omitted. Besides, a substantial part of the results was related to
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tools or risk assessments. The latter, although connected to se-
curity assessment should be properly distinguished from it (see
Section 2).

It has become evident, that despite the importance of the
subject, the studies that would systematically identify, com-
pile and evaluate cybersecurity assessment methods are miss-
ing. This finding created the main incentive for performing an
extensive and systematic literature analysis that is presented in
the reminder of this paper.

4. Research method

This study adopts the guidelines of Webster and Watson’s
[135] as well as Kitchenham and Brereton [69] on perform-
ing systematic literature reviews. The literature was sought pri-
marily in journals and books, in the databases of established
publishers that address the topics of information security, com-
munication systems, computer science and similar, namely the
ACM Digital Library, Elsevier, Emerald, IEEE Xplore, Springer
and Wiley. Then, it was followed by the search in aggregative
databases that store records of various publishers – EBSCO-
host, Scopus and Web of Science. Additionally, the search was
complemented with a short search of conference proceedings
and the Internet. When identified papers referred to other rel-
evant papers, also the papers were introduced to the analysis
(backward analysis [135]).

The key stages of the literature review together with utilised
main data sources are presented in Figure 2. In the first stage
potential alternative reviews were searched to avoid any du-
plication of work. The results of the process are described in
Section 3. Originally, the study was intended to conclude at
that stage, as a substantial amount of results (review studies)
that would indicate a potentially complete set of cybersecurity
assessment methods was expected. However, the shortage of
available reviews and their limitations led to the extension of
the study into the autonomous research of cybersecurity assess-
ment domain with respect to method proposals (the methods
search). For the research, the results of the reviews’ analysis
provided a reference for deriving methods’ selection and eval-
uation criteria, building the conceptual framework as well as
designing the structure of the study. The particular criteria used
in the study are presented further in this section (Subsections
4.1 and 4.2).

Both, the reviews search as well as the methods search stage
comprised three principal components, i.e. the literature search,
data analysis and selection data extraction. As far as keywords
utilised during the two stages are concerned:

• In the reviews search stage, phrases containing the key-
words “security assessment”, “review” and “survey” were
applied.

• During the literature search, combinations of the key-
words “security”, “assessment”, “method” and “approach”
were utilised.

Several iterations were performed to narrow down the number
of results. Depending on the capabilities of the search engines,

the initial iterations focused on titles, abstracts, keywords or
other metadata. Then, the descriptions of the publications were
read (manual search), to finally browse the contents of the doc-
uments in the concluding iteration (in-depth analysis). When
possible, the search was restricted to computer science or a cog-
nate domain. In the literature analysis stage, the documents
were read partially or entirely to identify knowledge about cy-
bersecurity assessment methods and the related concepts.

In the literature search stage, selection criteria were applied
to excluded irrelevant publications. The most remarkable con-
tents were highlighted and copied to a separate summary docu-
ment (data extraction). The data were grouped according to the
evaluation criteria and analysed. The criteria are described in
the following sections.

4.1. Selection criteria
Selection criteria are used to decide whether a method should

be included in the analysis. Based on the criteria utilised in the
reviews, overviews and guidelines related to security and risk
assessments [107, 26, 69, 54, 118, 51, 134, 59, 37, 36, 48, 93,
35, 117, 16, 136, 84, 55, 88], the following selection criteria
were derived:

• English documentation [107],

• the coverage of security assessment processes [26],

• a cybersecurity-related origin [26],

• presence of a security assessment method description [51].

Preferably, the publications should present the following
properties:

• detailed descriptions [107],

• the number of citations larger than 5 for publications older
than 10 years [134],

• timeliness (of citations) [134] (last 10 years),

• application to an existing system or a system design.

It needs to be emphasised that all cybersecurity risk assess-
ment approaches were excluded.

4.2. Evaluation criteria
Evaluation criteria enable structured analyses of the meth-

ods’ characteristics and facilitate comparisons. For this research,
the criteria that repeated among the analysed studies [107, 26,
69, 54, 118, 51, 134, 59, 37, 36, 48, 93, 35, 117, 16, 136, 84,
55, 88] were adopted in the first place. They regard:

• the aim, purpose or objectives of a method [26, 59, 48,
93],

• the method’s focus or scope [59, 48],

• the method’s application domain [26, 93, 118],

• the method’s coverage of the assessment tasks [59, 26,
107],
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Figure 2: The key tasks and data sources employed during the review process.

• the target users of the method [59, 48],

• and the availability of supporting tools [93, 26, 59].

Additionally, the following criteria were employed in the
study:

• release date [59] – the date when the latest version of the
method was published or documented,

• real-world application [59] – this attribute indicates whether
the method has been practically applied to an existing
system or a system design,

• number of citations [134] – the number of references to
the method in the scientific literature, preferably in peer-
reviewed journals,

• documentation level of detail [107] – depicts complete-
ness of the method’s documentation especially in regard
to its application. A high level of documentation’s detail
indicates that the method is described comprehensively
with details sufficient to enable its application, while low
level of detail describes overview-type documentation,
where descriptions are general. Moderate is an inter-
mediate level which denotes, for instance, that the doc-
umentation is detailed overall, but certain specifications
necessary for the application of the method are missing,

• required skills [59] – proficiency necessary to implemen-
tation and usage of the method,

• evaluation procedure [26] – the procedure applied to eval-
uate the assessment method. Venable et al. [126] dis-
tinguish four main types of evaluation that span in two

dimensions. As far as the evaluation environment is con-
cerned, naturalistic evaluations are performed in real con-
ditions while artificial ones are conducted based on a the-
oretical model. The second dimension concerns the time
when the evaluation is performed. Ex-ante assessment is
performed before instantiation (implementing and using)
the analysed method. Ex-post evaluation is executed after
the instantiation [126, 26].

• form (see Section 2): checklist-based evaluation, com-
pliance checking, vulnerability identification, vulnerabil-
ity analysis, penetration testing, simulation or emulation-
based, testing, model-based testing, formal analysis and
a review,

• testing mode [118] – the way in which the testing is con-
ducted: white-box (unit or integration), black-box or hy-
brid testing.

The criteria can be divided into methods’ purpose, appli-
cability [78] and structure indicators. All the criteria are sum-
marised in Table 2.

5. Results of the analysis: security assessment methods

As already mentioned in Section 4, identifying the lack of
systematic reviews of cybersecurity assessment methods be-
came the incentive for performing a dedicated literature analy-
sis of individual cybersecurity assessment methods. To achieve
the comprehensiveness and transparency of the study, the re-
search method explained in Section 4 was applied. Combina-
tions of the keyphrases “security”, “assessment”, “method” and
“approach” were applied.
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Table 2: Method evaluation criteria.
Purpose Applicability Structure

Aim Release date Form
Scope Number of citations Testing mode

Application domain Documentation level of detail Coverage of the
assessment tasksTarget users Required skills

Real-world application
Method’s evaluation procedure

Supporting tools

A quantitative summary of the research is demonstrated in
Table 3. After the in-depth analysis of 139 publications, more
than 40 documents that describe cybersecurity methods (de-
picted as relevant in the table) and over 50 that present com-
plementary proposals such as models or metrics (in the table
labelled as low-relevant) were identified2. 32 cybersecurity as-
sessment methods described in the scientific literature were iden-
tified.

In this section, the methods are described and characterised
in regard to the evaluation criteria. They are grouped into the
key categories described in Section 2. It does not mean, how-
ever, that the methods unequivocally fall into each category. As
the majority of the tools take advantage of several concepts and
approaches, the leading, primary concept or approach compo-
nent served as a reference for categorisation. Within each cat-
egory, more generic methods are presented in the first order,
followed by other techniques that pertain to specific fields.

During the literature analysis, a considerable set of sup-
plementary proposals that can prove useful during assessments
were identified. These solutions address specific aspects of the
evaluations rather than defining a compound analysis method-
ology, including models, metrics or training. The studies are
characterised in Section 6.

5.1. Checklist-based evaluation, compliance checking

You et al. [144] proposed a checklist-based evaluation pro-
cedure that emphasises cybersecurity controls’ elicitation phase
to obtain the set of checklist items that are best tailored to the
application field and the organisations’ business context. There,
reference controls mostly adapted from cybersecurity standards
and guidelines such as ISO/IEC 27001 or NIST SP 800-53 are
refined to reflect the destination environment and classified into
mandatory, significant or recommended. The classification is
based on the existing legislation and the calculation of corre-
lation coefficients for each control. An experimental study of
the method was performed in the context of 15 thermal power
plants in South Korea.

Qiangmin et al. [108] support checklist-based assessments
where the checklist is formed from an information system se-
curity tree model that contains various attributes related to cy-
bersecurity such as access control policy, user registration or

2It must be noted that the search results in the EBSCOhost, Scopus and Web
of Science databases mostly pointed to the same documents as the searches the
individual publishers’ databases.

user password management. The authors proposed a method to
reduce the number of attributes in the model.

The method of Vogel and Broer [131] encompasses the real-
time component which results from the identification of gaps
in business-applied security monitoring practices based on the
survey of several organisations’ management representatives.
According to the analysis, implemented procedures lack (near)
real-time discovery of non-compliance, continuous compliance
monitoring or accurate status information. These findings were
transformed into requirements for the developed method. In
effect, the Security Compliance Monitoring (SCM) approach
focuses on timely correlation and analysis of security data pro-
vided by various sources, enhancing it with business context in-
formation and reporting which enables efficient decision-making.
A case study related to the telecommunication industry is briefly
introduced.

Buccafurri et al. [20] propose a method that structures the
process of compliance assessment dividing it between support
and core activities. The supportive actions are related to the
identification of cybersecurity concerns and preparation and main-
tenance of the list of standards. The core actions regard a de-
tailed analysis of the assessment object, selection of relevant
security concerns, standards and protective measures and the
evaluation of the obtained compliance level. The organised ap-
proach supported with the utilisation of predefined templates
aims at facilitating analyses of complex systems. As an illus-
tration, an application of the method to the assessment of an
Italian postal service provider is described.

Williams [138] adapted Capability Maturity Model [104,
15] to evaluations of cybersecurity capacities in medical en-
vironments. In comparison to the original CMM, which ad-
heres to a long-term perspective of capabilities’ maturing pro-
cesses [138], the adapted version is more operational-timespan
oriented. Cybersecurity areas specified in the ISO/IEC 27001
predecessor i.e. ISO/IEC 17799 were applied to measure ma-
turity levels. In the presented example of applying the method
to the evaluation of a backup-service, in-depth interviews were
utilised as a source of evidence.

Khattak et al. [66] developed a security assessment frame-
work for Internet banking services based on a proposed tax-
onomy of 93 domain-specific security requirements classified
into nine categories. The taxonomy was derived from the ex-
isting Pakistani security regulations and worldwide good prac-
tices. The framework was applied to analyse the cybersecurity
of 21 banks that provide Internet banking services in Pakistan.
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Table 3: The summary of the search for the literature on cybersecurity assessment methods.
Source All metadata Title Abstract Keywords Manual search In-depth analysis Relevant Low-relevant

ACM DL 1780 181 975 101 181 40 12 14
Elsevier SD n.a. 49 1867 49 4 0 3

Emerald 32000 2 215 n.a. 215 5 1 0
IEEE Xplore 4554 178 2255 47 178 21 4 8

Springer 599560* 0 n.a. n.a. 500 41 13 14
Wiley n.a. 17 n.a. 24 41 1 0 0

EBSCOhost† n.a. 152 4820 139 291 6 1 3
Scopus† 275860 490 10371 3267 490 16 8 8
WoS† 11875 311 n.a. 9090 311 5 3 2
Total 925629 1380 20503 12668 2256 139 42 52

* The search embraced entire document contents but was restricted to computer science domain.
† Search results partially repeated findings from searches in other databases.

Internet resources served as a main indicated input for the eval-
uation. As far as the applicability of the proposal is concerned,
the framework was applied by its authors to obtain the security
picture of the analysed banks and to derive recommendations
for banks, customers and the State Bank of Pakistan. No indica-
tions have been provided regarding other potential users of the
framework. Also, although multiple descriptions of questions
pertaining to the evaluation checklist are provided, the lack of
complete documentation of the list prevents its direct applica-
tion by other stakeholders.

The two latter studies [138, 66] drive into the direction of
sectoral security assessments, where multiple organisations per-
taining to a specific sector are evaluated and benchmarked. Such
analysis can be conducted on various levels of detail, but due
to practical considerations, usually more general exercises are
performed. On a high level, the sectoral assessment may take
the form of a survey conducted in reference to a specifically
designed compliance checklist or a list of requirements. In that
regard, Szczepaniuk et al. [122] assessed the security of 50 pub-
lic administration agencies. The implementation-level of infor-
mation security management systems and compliance with reg-
ulations in force and the ISO 27001 standard were evaluated.
Based on the assessment, recommendations for increasing the
level of information security in the public administration were
derived. For a broader application of the assessment approach,
providing the questionnaire used in the research and describing
it in more detail is indispensable.

Cayetano et al. [22] focus on the important subject of cyber-
security in the supply chain that requires special attention nowa-
days [89]. The authors propose the development of specialised
checklists which comprise sector-specific cybersecurity char-
acteristics obtained through surveys and interviews with field
experts as well as sectoral standards and guidelines. While pos-
itive responses to the checklist questions confirm cybersecurity
compliance, lack of addressing a particular item indicates a vul-
nerability. Rule-based creation of cybersecurity action plans
to mitigate the vulnerabilities is introduced. Also, the authors
promote the development of sectoral repositories of common
vulnerabilities based on the assessments of multiple represen-
tatives. The approach was applied to the assessments of four

semiconductor manufacturers in China and Korea.
A comparison of the methods in reference to the evaluation

criteria is presented in Table 4.

5.2. Vulnerability identification and analysis
Großmann and Seehusen [52] describe a methodology that

consolidates security assessments with risk assessments based
on ISO 31000 and ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119 standards. In the risk-
based security testing, security evaluation experiments are se-
lected, performed and analysed on the outcome of risk assess-
ments, while in test-based risk assessments, the testing enables
identification of threats and vulnerabilities, including the asso-
ciated risk likelihoods. Evaluation of the method by case stud-
ies of banking, e-Health and software development scenarios
performed during the RASEN European project is mentioned.

The framework of Großmann and Seehusen [52] was fol-
lowed up by Viehmann and Werner [128]. To facilitate applica-
tion of the integrated risk-security assessment method, a soft-
ware platform called RACOMAT was developed. The toolkit
enables semi-automated evaluations that comprise graph-based
system analysis and modelling, tests’ preparation and execu-
tion as well as results’ analysis and processing. Additionally,
the approach emphasises the creation of generalised, high-level
views on the cybersecurity situation in an organisation to sup-
port their comprehension and decision-making. The method is
described in the context of a case study based on a remote ICT
infrastructure administration system.

Chen et al. [24] proposed an analytical framework that inte-
grates modelling of security objectives, entity and attack graphs
into a Goal, System and Attacker graph (GSA-graph). Work-
flows are employed to derive structures that represent transposi-
tion of security objectives onto enterprise processes. Based on
the resulting GSA-graph a quantitative argumentation that re-
gards the security state of the system can be delivered, assuming
that (mostly statistical) evidence is delivered to the graph nodes.
Such evidence includes, for instance, statistical data about the
availability of specific components or probabilities of different
attack scenarios.

An automated framework was proposed by Wang et al. [133].
The system takes advantage of the National Vulnerability Database
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Table 4: Checklist-based evaluation or compliance checking methods. Supporting tools – not indicated, testing mode – not applicable. Abbreviations: Cit. – number
of citations (Scopus), Det. – documentation level of detail: L – low, M – moderate, H – high, Application - real-world application, Evaluation – methods’ evaluation
procedure, Coverage – coverage of assessment tasks.

Method Purpose Applicability Structure
Aim, scope App.

domain
Target
users

Rel.
date

Cit. Det. Required
skills

Applica-
tion

Evalua-
tion

Coverage

1. Advanced security
measurement tailored
to the organisation’s
business profile [144]

Checklist-based accurate
measurement of security

General Cyber-
security
officers

2016 4 L Mathematical
familiarity

N. a. Simula-
tion

System se-
curity level
evaluation

2. Rough set-based
security assessment
method [108]

A minimal set of attributes in
the security assessment refer-
ence model

General N. a. 2007 2 M Mathematical 21
univer-
sities

Case
study

System se-
curity level
evaluation

3. Security compliance
monitoring [131]

Tool-based correlation and
analysis of security informa-
tion from various sources, en-
riching results with business
context information, visual
support for decision-making

Business Decisive
person-
nel

2013 N.
a.

L Basic cy-
bersecurity
knowl-
edge in the
business
domain

N. a. Case
study

System secu-
rity level eval-
uation, non-
compliance
discovery

4. Analytical processing
approach to supporting
cybersecurity compli-
ance assessment [20]

Design-stage and operational
compliance assessment of
complex services supported
by (semi-)automated tools

Services Compli-
ance
ana-
lysts

2015 3 M Cybersecurity
knowledge

N. a. Case
study

System analy-
sis, tests prepa-
ration, vulner-
ability identifi-
cation and anal-
ysis

5. Operational frame-
work for security
capability assessment
[138]

Operational security capa-
bility assessment based on
CMM

Healthcare N. a. 2008 24 M Cybersecurity
knowledge

N. a. Case
study

System se-
curity level
evaluation

6. Security assessment
approach for Internet
banking services [66]

Computationally secure and
intelligent framework for se-
curity assessment of Internet
banking services

Banking Not
speci-
fied

2020 1 M Cybersecurity
knowledge

21 Pak-
istani
banks

Case
study

System se-
curity level
evaluation

7. Information security
assessment in public
administration [122]

Assessing information secu-
rity management in public
administration agencies

Public
admin-
istra-
tion

Not
speci-
fied

2020 5 L Basic cy-
bersecurity
knowledge

50
public
admin-
istra-
tion
agen-
cies

Case
study

System se-
curity level
evaluation

8. Cyber-physical IT vul-
nerability assessment
for semiconductor
companies [22]

Vulnerability analysis of pol-
icy, procedures and controls
of semiconductor companies
in the manufacturer’s supply
chain

Semi-
conductor
compa-
nies

IT se-
curity,
audit
and
data
centre
teams

2018 0 M Cybersecurity
knowledge

4 man-
ufactur-
ers in
China
and
Korea

Case
stud-
ies

Vulnerability
identification

(NVD) and a proprietary, OVAL-based vulnerability scanner to
produce an attack graph. The graph is then extended into a
Bayesian Attack Graph using probability values derived from
CVSS scores. Three metrics adapted from Fault Tree Analysis
(FTA), namely the Unreliability of the Top Event, Criticality of
Bottom Events and The Most Critical System Component are
utilised to analyse the tree and obtain the final assessment fig-
ures. The complexity of the method is polynomial at the attack
graph generation stage, but the graph analyses and calculation
of the metrics demonstrate exponential dependencies. The au-
thors mention a practical application of the framework to a 15-
hosts laboratory setting but the description lacks details.

The proposal of Kotenko et al. [71] lies on the border be-
tween security assessments and situational awareness. The tech-
niques utilised in the approach, based on attack graphs, cyber-
security metrics and ontologies are commonly used in cyber-
security assessments. However, they were adapted to enable

real-time calculations and integrated with typical operational
components i.e. Security Information and Event Management
(SIEM) systems, intrusion detection systems or anti-malware
suites. Moreover, the assessment results are intended to support
the fast selection of reactive attack countermeasures. Although
the authors mention experimental evaluation of the framework,
the description would benefit from additional details, regarding,
for instance, the technical implementation of the prototype and
the model.

Also the study of Yang et al. [142] aims at integrating situ-
ation awareness with security assessment which itself is a very
interesting idea that should be more broadly explored. In the
approach, deep learning is applied to assess the security situa-
tion in terms of attack probabilities and impacts based on col-
lected traffic information. As far as the implementation side is
concerned, the paper focuses on the attack detection part of the
architecture. The proposal’s evaluation centres around compar-
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ing its classification capabilities with four deep learning-based
intrusion detection systems. The NSL-KDD dataset is used for
that purpose. The description of the assessment part of the ar-
chitecture is mostly theoretical.

Kupsch et al. [73] proposed a security assessment approach
for clouds and grid computing systems. The First Principles
Vulnerabilities Assessment (FPVA) starts with the identifica-
tion and analysis of the most critical system components and
the interactions between them. The steps result in a set of di-
agrams that represent the analysed system. Subsequently, the
code of the most critical assets is analysed manually. The ap-
proach was applied to 7 grid computing systems including Con-
dor workload management system, Storage Resource Broker
or MyProxy and compared to two commercial automated code
analysis tools. According to the authors, their proposal proves
higher effectiveness, especially concerning the number of de-
tected vulnerabilities as well as reported false positives.

Barrère et al. [17] developed Ovaldroid – an automated
framework for periodic cybersecurity assessments in mobile en-
vironments. To adjust the computations to the limited resources
of mobile devices, the authors proposed a probabilistic approach
in which instead of executing the entire batch of tests in each
tests’ cycle, a selection of tests is performed, based on calcu-
lated test utilities and a specified threshold. Experiments con-
ducted with a prototype toolkit proved the feasibility of the ap-
proach and its resource-saving capabilities. The system was
developed using Java, MySQL and OVAL.

Another automated framework, dedicated to cyber-physical
systems, was proposed by Potteiger et al. [106]. Ruckus com-
prises three key modules: firmware discovery, vulnerability dis-
covery and correlation that are interconnected by a common
database storage interface. Firmware discovery integrates man-
ual activities based on reverse engineering with automated search-
ing of Internet sources. Proposed vulnerability discovery pro-
cess consists of binary analysis, symbolic execution and fuzzing.
An implementation of the architecture that to a large extent
takes advantage of open source software is described. Also,
a case study of analysing automotive firmware with Ruckus is
presented.

A comparison of the methods in reference to the evaluation
criteria is presented in Table 5.

5.3. Penetration testing
Rennoch et al. [111] present results from the European

project – DIAMONDS. A risk-based testing approach is pro-
posed where test preparation stages, namely the tests’ planning
and selection, are driven by the results of independent risk eval-
uations. In this way, the testing is focused on the most critical
system components and threats, with well-adjusted testing sce-
narios and techniques. The described approach heavily depends
on the tools developed during the project. 12 mostly propri-
etary, internal applications for test modelling, generation, exe-
cution, analysis and monitoring, such as CORAS, FUZZINO or
KameleonFuzz are indicated. Among them, CORAS is publicly
available on an open-source sharing platform. A case study of
assessing the security of a banknote processing system is pre-
sented. Also, standardisation efforts associated with contribut-

ing to the European Telecommunication Standardization Insti-
tute (ETSI) activities are described.

While the study of Ghosh et al. [46] centres around a toolkit
called NetSecuritas, the introduced method is built upon the
framework that embraces fundamental cybersecurity assessment
stages, namely the system analysis, threat identification, vulner-
ability identification and analysis as well as attack graph gener-
ation. Based on automated penetration testing and vulnerability
analysis a system model is created. This model is confronted
with a database of threats to obtain the overall cybersecurity
picture visualised in the form of an exploit dependency graph.

Caselli and Kargl [21] promote a standardised method for
cybersecurity assessments of critical infrastructures. Their pro-
posal derives from earlier achievements in the domain and pre-
scribes a new structure of the component tasks rather than a
completely new evaluation process. To develop the method,
four common, practically applied techniques, namely OSSTMM,
NIST SP 800-115, ISSAF and NESCOR were analysed. Also,
the authors surveyed industry representatives and academic ex-
perts to obtain their views on cybersecurity assessments, in-
cluding challenges, expectations and employed practices. As a
result, penetration testing-based evaluations composed of gen-
eral and practical analyses as well as pre-assessment and post-
assessment phases was proposed. In the paper, solely an overview
of the approach is presented, with a reference to the deliverables
of the European research project CRISALIS for further details.
However, currently, the referenced resources are unavailable.

Although the method of Brandstetter et al. [19] might indi-
cate a component-orientation, the components are understood
more broadly here and include compound systems such as con-
trol centres for energy production or delivery. The approach,
originated in the industry (Siemens) emphasises practical ap-
plicability (pragmatism), cost-efficiency and connection to in-
dustry standards. It consists of three interdependent stages,
namely the risk assessment, theoretical assessment and prac-
tical assessment, supported with pre- and post- assessment ac-
tivities. Risk assessments take advantage of collective expert
knowledge from various domains related to system manufac-
turing including product development, system testing, mainte-
nance, sales and marketing and product management obtained
during interviews and workshops. During theoretical assess-
ments, compliance checklists are derived from relevant stan-
dards and subject to experts’ assessment. Practical criteria were
introduced to evaluate the standards. They regard the author-
ship (industry bodies, customers or operators, regulatory bod-
ies, international standardisation bodies), type of publication
(technical or management), focus (industry-specific or general
IT security) and life cycle stage (development or operation).
Assessments utilise penetration and other tests to further ex-
plore critical areas identified during the complementary stages.
The approach follows the security by design philosophy i.e. the
assessments are mostly conducted in the system design and de-
velopment phases.

Permann and Rohde [105] describe a practical approach to
assessing cybersecurity of SCADA systems derived from ex-
periences with testing vendor systems. The method comprises
standard elements, namely the tests’ planning, preparation of
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Table 5: Vulnerability identification and analysis methods. Target users – not indicated. Abbreviations: App. domain – application domain, Rel. date – Release
date, Cit. – number of citations (Scopus), Det. – documentation level of detail: L – low, M – moderate, H – high, App. – real-world application, Eval. – methods’
evaluation procedure, Mode – testing mode, Coverage – coverage of assessment tasks.

Method Purpose Applicability Structure
Aim, scope App.

domain
Rel.
date

Cit. Det. Required
skills

App. Eval. Supporting
tools

Mode Coverage

1. Integration of
cybersecurity
assessments with
risk assessments
[52]

Standards-based integra-
tion of cybersecurity as-
sessments with risk as-
sessments

General 2015 3 M Penetra-
tion
testing
and
technical

N.
a.

Case
studies

N. a. N. a. System mod-
elling and
analysis, tests
preparation,
vulnerability
identification
and analysis

2. Risk Assessment
COMbined with
Automated Test-
ing (RACOMAT)
[128]

A tool-supported, semi-
automated consolidated
security and risk assess-
ments

General 2015 1 M Interme-
diate
techni-
cal

N.
a.

Case
study

ARIS,
RACO-
MAT

N. a. System mod-
elling and
analysis, tests
preparation,
vulnerability
identification
and analysis

3. Work flow-
oriented security
assessment [24]

Automated quantitative
assessment based on
information in various
formats

General 2013 11 M Techni-
cal,
mathe-
matical

N.
a.

Case
study

Protype
developed
in Python

N. a. Modelling of
security objec-
tives, system
and attacker

4. Bayesian attack
graph-based
quantitative
assessment [133]

Automated assessment
with quantitative metrics

General 2011 7 M Interme-
diate
technical

N.
a.

Experi-
ments
with
proto-
type,
theo-
retical

Mentioned,
but no de-
tails

Black-
box

System anal-
ysis, vul-
nerability
identification
and analysis

5. AI and
Metrics-Based
Vulnerability-
Centric Cyber
Security Assess-
ment [71]

Automated, real-time
cybersecurity assess-
ments that enable reactive
selection of attack coun-
termeasures

General 2018 N.
a.

L Interme-
diate
technical

N.
a.

Prototy-
pe-
based
lab
experi-
ments

N. a. N. a. System anal-
ysis, vul-
nerability
identification
and analysis

6. Network security
situation assess-
ment method
based on deep
learning [142]

Automated, real-time at-
tack detection and secu-
rity situation assessment

General 2021 0 L Technical,
mathe-
matical

N.
a.

Compa-
rison
to 4
attack
detec-
tion
meth-
ods

N. a. N. a. Vulnerability
identification
and analysis

7. First principles
vulnerabilities
assessment [73]

Vulnerability analy-
sis of critical system
components

Cloud
and
grid
com-
puting

2010 11 L Technical 7
grid
sys-
tems

Compara-
tive

N. a. White-
box

System anal-
ysis, vul-
nerability
identification
and analysis

8. Ovaldroid [17] Non-invasive, lightweight
and effective security so-
lutions able to efficiently
increase vulnerability de-
tection capabilities in mo-
bile environments

Mobile
envi-
ron-
ments

2013 3 H Interme-
diate
technical

N.
a.

Experi-
ments
with
proto-
type

A proto-
type

White-
box

System anal-
ysis, vul-
nerability
identification
and analysis

9. Ruckus [106] Autonomous identifi-
cation and analysis of
firmware and vulnerabili-
ties

Cyber-
physical
sys-
tems

2020 0 M Interme-
diate
technical

N.
a.

Case
study

Open-
source
software
and pro-
prietary
solutions

White
box,
black
box

Vulnerability
identification
and analysis

the testing environment, tests’ execution as well as results’ anal-
ysis and reporting. As far as the form of assessments is con-
cerned, the authors opt for penetration testing. It should be
performed in a safe environment detached from the evaluated
one, but reconstructing it accurately. Original hardware and

software components can be applied for this purpose, but also
simulation or emulation. Several tools that support the assess-
ments of SCADA systems i.e. Nmap, Nessus, STAT Scanner,
Ethereal, Ettercap and Metasploit, but also debuggers, fuzzers,
disassemblers or code analysers are indicated. Besides, practi-
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cal recommendations regarding the performance of the assess-
ments are presented.

A comparison of the methods in reference to the evaluation
criteria is presented in Table 6.

5.4. Simulation or emulation-based testing

Leszczyna et al. [81, 90, 80] introduced a cybersecurity
assessment method for critical infrastructures that is particu-
larly suitable to the facilities that rely on continuous operation
of the underlying information infrastructure (e.g. process con-
trol systems in nuclear power plants). To prevent from unde-
sired consequences of interactions with the evaluated system,
testing is performed off-site in a specifically prepared labora-
tory equipped with hardware devices and software necessary to
reproduce the system, as well as auxiliary components that sup-
port the performance of experiments. To achieve high accuracy
of the system reproduction, an emulation-based technique with
simulations are combined. A mobile agents-based tool for sim-
ulation of malware called MAlSim [82, 79] was developed to
support the assessments, while visual representations of anal-
ysed elements and automatic explorations of generated graphs
are enabled by a proprietary toolkit called InSAW (Industrial
Security Assessment Workbench) [38, 92, 39]. The method was
applied to cybersecurity evaluations of several electric power
facilities [81, 90].

An alternative technique dedicated to critical infrastructures
is described by Genge et al. [45]. The Assessment/analysis
platform for Multiple Interdependent Critical Infrastructures (AM-
ICI) aims at enabling attack experiments and evaluation of the
associated consequences in complex, interconnected critical sys-
tems and facilities. To achieve that, emulation of ICT infras-
tructures using the Emulab platform is combined with Simulink-
based simulation of cyber-physical systems. This approach fa-
cilitates the integration of multiple physical process models, al-
lows for experiments with real software and attacks and sup-
ports automated execution of tests. A case study regarding the
assessment of attack disturbances’ proliferation among three
interconnected infrastructures, namely a power grid, a railway
system and the underlying ICT infrastructure is described.

Saxena et al. [115] describe another proposal (see the work
of Kotenko et al. [71] introduced in the preceding subsection)
that positions itself on the boundary between cybersecurity as-
sessment and situational awareness. The concept of simula-
tions performed in (near) real-time to obtain state estimations
of system-level communications, impact assessments of cyber-
attacks and cybersecurity assessments based on simulations of
the entire infrastructure dedicated to smart grids is presented.
Although the authors indicate several frameworks to facilitate
implementation, deployment details are missing to assess the
applicability of the solution. Also, the research would benefit
from a thorough, multifaceted evaluation of the proposal that
regards its efficiency and effectiveness.

Tundis et al. [123] present a security assessment approach
dedicated to smart grids which takes advantage of simulations
performed in a modelled environment. The distinguishing fea-
ture of the method is that it is intended to be applied during the

design phase of a smart grid infrastructure, yet before its de-
ployment. As a result, any disruptive events related to the tests’
execution are avoided. As a case study, primary analyses with
a model of a basic smart grid configuration are presented.

A comparison of the methods in reference to the evaluation
criteria is presented in Table 7.

5.5. Model-based testing, formal analysis

Valenza et al. [124] present a concept of a method that
aims at evaluation of the correctness of network configuration
policies based on their formalised specification and automated
generation of network flows. The proposal would benefit from
being further elaborated as currently solely a brief overview is
provided.

Olivero et al. [102] describe preliminary results of the study
on a cybersecurity assessment method for systems of systems.
The authors introduce a rather standard approach that encom-
passes system modelling and vulnerability identification and
analysis. Although the authors advise using the mKAOS no-
tation for modelling of systems of systems and borrow several
concepts from agile development, at the current stage of the
research it is not explained how the compound picture of the
cybersecurity of a system of systems can be derived from the
assessment results of its components.

Lange et al. [74, 75] developed a vulnerability analysis-
oriented approach focused on the identification of threat conse-
quences (by means of affected network services) in interdepen-
dent large area network infrastructures that interconnect multi-
ple network services and devices. Vulnerability and network
model expressed in the mathematical notation with vulnera-
bility metrics derived from the Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS) was proposed. Provided a set of valid vulner-
abilities and network traffic data, the approach enables auto-
mated reasoning on the consequences of a potential attack. The
framework was evaluated experimentally based on real as well
as probabilistically generated data. A tool called Mission Ori-
ented Network Analysis (MONA) is mentioned in this context.

Krautsevich et al. [72] presented initial developments of a
method for assessing cybersecurity of compound business pro-
cesses that integrate several services. For each service an inde-
pendent Service Level Agreement (SLA) that includes security
metrics can be specified. A business process is modelled with
a design graph derived from a Business Process Modelling No-
tation (BPMN) representation. Semirings are used to express
security metrics in the model. With such a representation of
a security problem, graph analysis methods can be applied to
obtain security status indicators. Analysis of several business
process alternatives enables selecting the most protected one.

Masera and Fovino [91] studied cybersecurity assessments
of critical infrastructures. They introduced a service-oriented
approach that centres around the system-of-systems concept.
It enables analyses of attack propagation and diffusion of at-
tack consequences between interconnected infrastructure com-
ponents. Experimental evaluation using a proprietary software
InSAW applied to several real-world-originated scenarios is men-
tioned.
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Table 6: Penetration testing methods. Abbreviations: App. domain – application domain, Rel. date – Release date, Cit. – number of citations (Scopus), Det. –
documentation level of detail: L – low, M – moderate, H – high, App. – real-world application, Evaluation – methods’ evaluation procedure, Coverage – coverage
of assessment tasks.

Method Purpose Applicability Structure
Aim, scope App.

domain
Target
users

Rel.
date

Cit. Det. Required
skills

App. Evalua-
tion

Supporting
tools

Testing
mode

Coverage

1. Risk-based
testing [111]

Cybersecurity
testing driven by
the results of risk
assessments

General N. a. 2014 1 L Penetra-
tion
testing

N. a. Case
stud-
ies

12 tools
indicated

Hybrid System analy-
sis, tests prepa-
ration, vulner-
ability identifi-
cation and anal-
ysis

2. NetSecuritas
[46]

A tool-supported
security assess-
ment methodol-
ogy for critical
infrastructures

General N. a. 2015 8 M Penetra-
tion
testing

N. a. Theore-
tical,
sim-
ula-
tions

NetSecuritas Black-
box

System anal-
ysis, threat
identification,
vulnerability
identification
and analysis,
attack graph
generation

3. Standardised
method
to cyber-
security
assessments
of critical in-
frastructures
[21]

Structured
method to ensure
good coverage
and valid, re-
producible and
well-documented
results

Critical
infras-
truc-
tures

Cybersecurity
officers,
pentesters,
ICS opera-
tors

2016 0 L Penetra-
tion
testing

N. a. N. a. N. a. Black-
box

System analy-
sis, tests prepa-
ration, vulner-
ability identifi-
cation and anal-
ysis

4. Structured
security
assessment
method-
ology for
manufac-
turers of
critical in-
frastructure
components
[19]

Practically
applicable,
cost-efficient
and industry
standards-based
security assess-
ment method
applied uduring
development of
critical infrastruc-
ture systems

Critical
infras-
truc-
tures

Cyber-
security
assessors,
product
developers,
system
testes,
mainte-
nance,
sales and
marketing,
product
manage-
ment

2009 1 M Cyber-
security
knowl-
edge,
techni-
cal

Siemens
sys-
tems

Practical
ap-
pli-
ca-
tion

Various
pentest-
ing tools
such as
nmap,
nessus,
wire-
shark,
bastille,
john the
ripper

Hybrid Tests prepara-
tion, compli-
ance checking,
vulnerability
identification
and analysis

5. Cyber-
assessment
method for
SCADA
security
[105]

Practical method
for assessing
SCADA sys-
tems built upon
experiences
from testing real
products

SCADA
sys-
tems

N. a. 2006 1 M Cyber-
security
knowl-
edge,
techni-
cal

Vendor
sys-
tems

N. a. Nmap,
Nessus,
STAT
Scanner,
Ethereal,
Etter-
cap and
Metas-
ploit

Hybrid System anal-
ysis, ex-
periments
preparation,
vulnerability
identification
and analysis

Zalewski et al. [145] approach cybersecurity assessments
of cyber-physical systems using Discrete-Time Markov Chain
models. The models require the assignment of probability val-
ues to state transitions. Two techniques for obtaining these
values that originate in threat modelling are briefly discussed
namely the DREAD and CVSS scoring systems. Also, a generic
model of a cyber-physical system is introduced and a case study
of CAN network outlined.

A comparison of the methods in reference to the evaluation
criteria is presented in Table 8.

6. Results of the analysis: other related proposals

A considerable set of complementary proposals related to
cybersecurity assessments has been identified during the study.
They address specific aspects of the assessments rather than
defining a methodology for the evaluation of the entire informa-
tion system that consists of multiple heterogeneous elements.
This section is devoted to the presentation of the complemen-
tary proposals.

6.1. Component-focused cybersecurity assessment techniques

Component-focused developments describe assessment tech-
niques focused on individual elements of the technical infras-
tructure, such as singular devices and applications. They in-
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Table 7: Simulation or emulation-based testing methods. Target users – not indicated. Abbreviations: App. domain – application domain, Rel. date – Release
date, Cit. – number of citations (Scopus), Det. – documentation level of detail: L – low, M – moderate, H – high, App. – real-world application, Eval. – methods’
evaluation procedure, Mode – testing mode, Coverage – coverage of assessment tasks.

Method Purpose Applicability Structure
Aim, scope App.

domain
Rel.
date

Cit. Det. Required
skills

App. Eval. Supp.
tools

Mode Coverage

1. Approach
to security
assessment
of critical in-
frastructures
[81]

Non-disruptive assessment of in-
frastructures that require continuous
operation

Critical
infras-
truc-
tures

2011 15 M Interme-
diate
techni-
cal

Power
plants,
indus-
trial
control
sys-
tems

Case
stud-
ies

MAlSim,
InSAW

Black-
box

System analysis,
experiments
preparation,
vulnerability
identification
and analysis

2. Assessment/
analysis
platform for
Multiple In-
terdependent
Critical In-
frastructures
(AMICI)
[45]

Analysis of complex interdependen-
cies between multiple critical in-
frastructures, flexible integration of
multiple physical process models,
experiments with real software and
threats, automated experiment man-
agement capabilities

Critical
infras-
truc-
tures

2013 17 L Penetra-
tion
testing
and
techni-
cal

N. a. Case
study

N. a. Black-
box

Vulnerability
analysis

3. Cyber-
physical
security
assessment
[115]

Real-time simulator of cyber-
physical parts of smart grids, state
estimations of system-level com-
munications, security assessments
of steady-state cyberattack impact,
simulation of the entire smart grid
for cybersecurity assessment

Smart
grids

2017 5 L Cyberse-
curity
knowl-
edge,
inter-
me-
diate
techni-
cal

N. a. Case
study

CPSA
Simu-
lator,
Power-
World

N. a. Vulnerability
identification

4. Smart grids
assessment
through
simulation
[123]

Simulation-based assessments per-
formed during the design phase,
thus non-intrusive to the evaluated
system

Smart
grids

2017 0 L Cyberse-
curity
knowl-
edge

N. a. Case
study

Smart
Grid
Sim-
ulator
(SGS)

N. a. System mod-
elling and
analysis, tests
preparation,
vulnerability
identification
and analysis

clude the framework for privacy-preserving data search systems
that fosters repeatability and reusability of evaluations [125],
an aggregated set of common flows for testing of software de-
veloped in the NIST Software Assurance Reference Dataset
Project [56], a framework for quantitative evaluation of commercial-
off-the-shelf software components [25] or a method of verifying
satisfaction of security requirements by software applications
based on developing an argument tree [68]. Wu et al. [140, 141]
proposed a five-stages, model-based approach for assessing net-
work security that takes advantage of a security ontology and
automated generation of attack graphs. Kang and Lee [64] ex-
plore fault data injection techniques for testing application net-
work services. Bahtiyar et al. [14] introduced a technique that
enables continuous monitoring of conformance to the PCI-DSS
standard in dynamically changing infrastructures. Similarly,
continuous monitoring of cloud applications to detect config-
uration changes and trigger automated vulnerability identifica-
tion was proclaimed by Vijayakumar and Arun [130]. The im-
portant feature of usable security is assessed in the approach of
Al-Zahrani [6]. There, the analytic network method, fuzzy sets
and the Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal
Solution (TOPSIS) are employed collaboratively to evaluate se-
curity and usability of healthcare software. A concept of an ap-
proach where directed graphs are utilised to represent software

applications and search algorithms are applied for analyses was
introduced by Lunkeit [87]. Rahman et al. [109] along with the
proposal of a new protection architecture for integrated circuits
described an approach of assessing the security of the hardware
components that is based on formal analysis and component
modelling.

6.2. Metrics

Metrics support objective, reproducible and quantifiable mea-
surements and ratings or enable calculation of aggregate system
properties. In this context, Nath et al. [95] developed metrics
for deriving aggregate values from results reported by multiple
vulnerability scanners. Ghosh and Ghosh [47] proposed a prob-
abilistic security metric and an attack resistance metric to as-
sess relative security levels of different network configurations.
Arabsorkhi and Ghaffari [11] discuss the literature on metrics
that can be used during cybersecurity assessments. Addition-
ally, they present a useful selection of (mostly quantitative) met-
rics and a metric taxonomy. Cybersecurity indicators for cyber-
physical systems are described by Zegzhda et al. [146]. An
assignment of weights to security property values communica-
tion networks for integrated substation automation systems was
proposed by Gao and Dai [42]. Venkataramanan et al. [127]
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Table 8: Model-based testing methods. Real-world application – not indicated, testing mode – not applicable. Abbreviations: App. domain – application domain,
Cit. – number of citations (Scopus), Det. – documentation level of detail: L – low, M – moderate, H – high, Sup. tools – supporting tools, Evaluation – methods’
evaluation procedure, Coverage – coverage of assessment tasks.

Method Purpose Applicability Structure
Aim, scope App.

do-
main

Target
users

Rel.
date

Cit. Det. Required
skills

Evaluation Sup.
tools

Coverage

1. Online and offline
security policy as-
sessment [124]

Automated evaluation of
the correctness of network
configuration policies

General N.a. 2016 1 L Proficient
cyberse-
curity and
technical

N.a. KVM,
Lib-
virt,
Scapy,
Drools,
MOEA

System mod-
elling, tests
preparation,
vulnerability
identification

2. Testing Security
for Systems of
Systems (TeSSoS)
[102]

Security assessment of
systems of systems,
design of security require-
ments models for SoS and
producing test cases to
evaluate SoS

General System
ana-
lysts,
secu-
rity
ex-
perts

2019 N.
a.

L Technical,
penetration
testing

N.a. N.a. System mod-
elling and
analysis, tests
preparation,
vulnerability
identification
and analysis

3. Mission Oriented
Network Analysis
(MONA) [74]

Identification of network
activities affected by a cy-
berattack in large area net-
works that interconnect
multiple devices and ser-
vices

Commu-
nication
net-
works

N.a. 2016 1 L Mathematical Case
studies
(realis-
tic and
artifi-
cial)

MONA System mod-
elling, model-
based testing

4. General method for
assessment of secu-
rity in complex ser-
vices [72]

Assessment of cybersecu-
rity of compound, multi-
service business processes

Business
pro-
cesses

N.a. 2011 6 M Mathematical N.a. N.a. System mod-
elling, model-
based testing

5. Service-oriented
approach for as-
sessing critical
infrastructure
security [91]

Service-oriented vul-
nerability and threat
assessments that grasp
multifold interdepen-
dencies between system
components

Critical
infras-
truc-
tures

N.a. 2008 5 L Cybersecurity
knowledge,
intermediate
technical

Experi-
ments
based
on real-
world
scenar-
ios

InSAW System mod-
elling, vulnera-
bility analysis

6. Cybersecurity
assessment of
cyber-physical
systems using Dis-
crete Time Markov
Chain model-based
simulations [145]

Cybersecurity assessment
of cyber-physical systems
during operation

Cyber-
physical
sys-
tems

N.a. 2013 6 L Cybersecurity
knowledge,
mathemati-
cal

Case
study

Microsoft
SDL
Threat
Mod-
eling
Tool

System mod-
elling, model-
based testing

proposed a cyber-physical security assessment metric which in-
tegrates quantitative factors that affect resilience and embraces
concepts from graph-theoretic analysis, the probabilistic model
of availability, attack graph metrics, and vulnerabilities across
different layers of the microgrid system. The metric is primar-
ily oriented towards situational awareness. However, it may be
also considered during periodic cybersecurity assessments.

6.3. Models

Models represent various elements of the entire evaluation
context, the analysed information infrastructure and the involved
actors. They can be combined during an assessment of a com-
plete system. Proposals in this area regard communications net-
works [132, 114, 140, 141] and attackers [114]. They enable
simulations [132], theoretical analyses or provide other sup-
portive functions. As far as the latter is concerned, the model
of Salfer and Eckert [114] supports evaluations by automati-
cally generating attack graphs, while Solic et al. developed an
ontology-based reference model for identifying critical compo-

nents of the evaluated system and determining its overall secu-
rity grade [120].

6.4. Tools

The studies related to the tools that support cybersecurity
assessments include an automated tool for categorisation and
summarising of daily posted vulnerability CVE descriptions [113],
a tool for assessments of VoIP networks based on scenarios de-
fined in XML [5] or a solution for reducing the complexity of
attack graphs based on removing redundancies from network
models [147]. Developments of a tool for automated determina-
tion of CVSS scores are described by Zou et al. [148]. Rosa et
al. [32], based on a study of relevant literature and the analysis
of 19 ontologies, created an ontology that aims at the systemati-
sation of security assessment terminology and removing ambi-
guities. A freely available visual tool for the design and analysis
of attack trees is described by Gadyatskaya et al. [41]. Another
tool that enables attack tree analyses and its extension with at-
tacker profiling was introduced by Lenin et al. [76]. Khoury
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et al. present the results of testing web vulnerability scanners
in a dedicated testbed [67]. The Automated Validation of Inter-
net Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) framework
[129] was applied by Gomaa et al. [49] to analyse the secu-
rity of virtual identity mechanisms for cloud computing. The
framework employs formal methods. It was developed during a
project run over a decade ago [1], but the literature shows that
it has been utilised to evaluate the security of several solutions
till today [49, 10, 9, 119].

6.5. Other aspects of cybersecurity assessments
The studies that regard cybersecurity assessments’ teaching

comprise the descriptions of academic courses where students
evaluate open-source software [30] or large enterprise networks
[139]. As far as the human component is concerned, Wid-
dowson and Goodliff [137] identified 57 human-related root
causes of cybersecurity incidents by applying the human factors
approach. These indicators can be utilised during checklist-
based evaluations or incorporated into reference models. Ad-
ditionally, further complementary aspects of cybersecurity as-
sessments were addressed. For instance, Oakley [101] directs
attention to the importance of an assessment’s initial perspec-
tive i.e. the location where a security assessment is commenced.
Four main perspectives are distinguished i.e. external, DMZ,
internal and critical. Depending on the choice of the perspec-
tive, threats of different likelihoods and impacts will be evalu-
ated and attack surfaces covered. Also, based on the selected
perspective, performing an analysis introduces particular risks,
requires different collaboration efforts and focuses on various
attack types. Kong at al. [70] proposed the application of rough
set theory to eliminate the subjectiveness of the assessments
that require values’ assignments to evaluation metrics. where
need to be assigned. Allodi et al. [7] analysed data types deter-
mined during CVSS-based vulnerability assessments in respect
to their impact on the accuracy of the evaluations. The results
show that enhanced information on assets, attacks and vulnera-
bilities increases the precision while the knowledge about com-
mon threats may lead to the distortion of the assessment out-
come.

7. Findings

This section denotes the main observations from the analy-
sis of the identified methods. The findings refer to the evalua-
tion criteria specified in Section 4.2. As the study emphasised
the applicability aspect of the proposals, a substantial number
of criteria that regard it was taken into account.

7.1. Methods’ primary objectives
The scientific proposals aim at improving cybersecurity as-

sessments by increasing their accuracy [144], efficiency [17]
and completeness [19], introducing structure [19] and method-
icalness as well as enabling quantitativeness [24, 133] and re-
producibility [19]. They target facilitating evaluations of com-
plex systems [115, 74, 72] and grasping interdependencies be-
tween systems and components [91, 45]. They pursue auto-
mated or semi-automated performance [24, 128, 133, 71, 45]

and enhance tool-support [46, 128]. Also, non-invasiveness
[17, 81, 123] and real-time operation [71, 115, 145] is fostered.
Some approaches emphasise practicability and cost-efficiency
[19, 105].

7.2. Scope
As far as the scope of the methods is concerned, besides the

primary topic of cybersecurity assessment, the methods focus
on enhancing the integration of diverse sources of security in-
formation [131, 24, 74, 45], risk-driven testing or consolidation
of risk and security assessment [111, 52, 128] as well as linkage
to standards [19, 52]. Also, the design and development stages
of the system life cycle [20, 19] and evaluation of policies and
procedures [22, 124] attracted particular attention. Besides that,
the approaches explore various aspects of compliance [20], ca-
pability or maturity [138], vulnerability detection and analysis
[17, 22, 73, 91], decision making support [131] and reference
model optimisation [108].

7.3. Application domain
The proposals address diverse domains, including health-

care, business, semiconductor companies, critical infrastruc-
tures, industrial control systems, clouds and grid computing,
mobile environments or smart grids. 11 methods aim at general
applicability in various types of environments.

7.4. Target users
Among all the 32 methods, only seven depict target users

i.e. the personnel participating in or responsible for perform-
ing security assessments. This information is not provided for
any vulnerability identification and analysis method, neither for
simulation or emulation-based testing techniques. For the re-
maining seven methods, cybersecurity roles such as cybersecu-
rity officers, cybersecurity assessors, compliance analysts, pen-
testers, system analysts and testers, security experts or dedi-
cated IT security, audit and data centre teams are indicated.
Additionally, the involvement of decisive personnel, product
developers, system operators, maintenance, sales and market-
ing and product management is recommended.

7.5. Release date
Practically all the methods have been released during the

last decade. The study of Williams [138] is the most cited in
the scientific literature (28 citations). Also, the publications of
Genge et al. [45], Leszczyna et al. [81], Chen et al. [24] and
Kupsch et al. [73] stand out in this respect with more than ten
citations (17, 15, 11 and 11 respectively). Recent publications
have low citation grades for obvious reasons.

7.6. Documentation detail
Half of the documents are overview-type with a low level

of documentation detail. The same number of publications pro-
vide more extensive descriptions, however, without the details
sufficient for the implementation and application of the meth-
ods. Certainly, publishers’ paper volume restrictions play a role
in this context. However, supplementary documentation could
be also provided in the form of technical reports.
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7.7. Required skills

Six methods that mostly belong to the vulnerability identifi-
cation and analysis group require technical skills that are avail-
able to regular network administrators. For around ten methods
cybersecurity knowledge is essential. At the same time, the im-
plementation or application of the remaining half of proposals
may pose a challenge as it requires specialised mathematical or
penetration testing capabilities.

7.8. Real-world application

Real-world application of the proposals is occasional. It is
not described for any of model-based testing techniques, while
other types of methods have singular representatives where a
proposal was utilised in a real-world scenario. However, even
for them, the application is at most mentioned, without sub-
stantial details. The areas of these applications comprise uni-
versities [108], grid computing systems [73], industrial control
systems [19, 81], control system vendors’ infrastructures [105],
semiconductor manufacturers [22] and power plants [81].

7.9. Evaluation procedure

A case study is the most popular procedure for evaluating
the methods by their authors. It was employed for more than
half of the proposals (16). All simulation or emulation-based
testing methods were assessed in this way. Usually, the case
studies concern applying a method to cybersecurity assessment
of a specific setting. This can evidence the feasibility of the
method’s usage in the given settlement and provides a con-
text for some practical explanations. More methodological ap-
proaches applied to evaluate the proposals included simulation
[144, 46], theoretical analyses [46, 133], prototype-based ex-
periments [17, 133, 71, 91] and a comparative study in refer-
ence to other proposals [73]. For five methods there is no eval-
uation method indicated. Three of them belong to the model-
based testing group.

7.10. Supporting tools

None of the seven checklist-based evaluation or compli-
ance checking methods indicates tools for supporting the eval-
uations. Penetration testing methods point out the applications
that are commonly used in this area such as nmap, nessus, wire-
shark or metasploit. Besides that, Ghosh et al. [46] developed
a framework for supporting security assessment at all stages,
called NetSecuritas, while the study of Rennoch et al. [111]
references 12 tools for test modelling, generation, execution,
analysis and monitoring that are mostly proprietary with the ex-
ception of CORAS which is freely available. Two prototypes,
a tool in development (RACOMAT) and a proprietary applica-
tion (ARIS) are depicted in the vulnerability identification and
analysis methods’ group. There, three methods do not describe
any tool support, while one only mentions it. A similar situ-
ation concerns the remaining two groups of assessment meth-
ods, where the tools, if indicated, are mostly internal, at the
development stage or described without details. Valenza et al.
[124] indicate openly available applications that may support
cybersecurity evaluations i.e. the Kernel-based Virtual Machine

(KVM) and Libvirt for the creation and management of virtual
environments, Scapy for the generation of network packets, and
Drools and MOEA for the development of verification models.
Zalewski et al. [145] take advantage of the freely available Mi-
crosoft Threat Modeling Tool3, while Saxena et al. [115] utilise
PowerWorld to simulate power systems.

7.11. Testing mode
The testing mode attribute concerns only selected groups

of security assessment methods, namely the penetration test-
ing methods, vulnerability identification and analysis methods
as well as simulation or emulation-based testing methods. All
three types of approaches are covered. Two methods apply
white-box testing, five – black-box testing and three – hybrid
testing. For six methods (out of 16), the mode is not indicated.

7.12. Coverage of the assessment tasks
As far as the coverage of the assessment tasks is concerned,

practically all methods encompass the initial stage of analysing
or modelling the evaluated system. The majority of methods
(20) comprise vulnerability identification and/or analysis tasks,
among them three focus solely on these activities. Also, tests
preparation is well covered by the methods (9). Relatively less
attention is given to threat identification [46, 52] and analysis
[74, 75, 145, 140, 24, 133, 71, 91], including the generation of
attack graphs and modelling of the attacker. Singular methods
support these activities. Activities of four methods, all in the
checklist-based evaluation and compliance checking category
progress towards obtaining the cumulative value of the security
level of the entire system.

8. Gaps, future research directions

It becomes evident that the real-world applications of the
methods are extremely scarce. Even if the utilisation of a method
in a practical scenario is mentioned, the description exhibits no-
ticeable shortcomings. Most of the implementations regard pre-
liminary configurations, pilot or demonstration sites and hypo-
thetical scenarios that in the best case refer to the real world.
At the same time, the methods’ documentation does not pro-
vide details sufficient for the implementation and application of
the methods. None of the descriptions contains information re-
garding the time and effort necessary to employ a method (see
the NESCOR [4] as a good example). Supporting tools, if in-
dicated, are mostly internal, at the development stage or de-
scribed without details. Target users are practically not desig-
nated. The evaluation of the solutions requires further research.
Some methods are not evaluated at all, some only based on a
case study, an unrealistic scenario or a model. Minor attention
is given to threat identification and analysis. Singular methods
support these activities. Practically none of the methods indi-
cate means to achieve completeness of the assessment and the
criteria for its determination. The areas for improvement are
presented in Table 9.

3According to the information on the Microsoft website, the application’s
life cycle ended in October 2019.
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Table 9: Methods’ areas for improvement according to the evaluation criteria.
Area Gap
Real-world applications Scarce
Methods’ evaluation Limited, mostly case studies
Supporting tools Scarce, mostly internal, at the development stage or described without details
Documentation Insufficient to implement the methods
Target users Practically not indicated
Coverage of the assessment tasks Less attention given to threat identification and analysis
Assessment completeness No techniques to achieve and no indicators defined

Several directions for prospective research and development
activities can be taken to address these challenges. They are
presented further in this Section and summarised in Table 10.

8.1. Evidence of the method’s application
First of all, better evidence of the application of proposed

methodologies is demanded. The funding of research projects
should require operational implementations and verify the ful-
filment of this requirement at the end of the projects. The projects
should be conducted in collaboration with industry and real cus-
tomers. The transfer of technology needs to be supported with
adequate training. Moreover, research projects with a longer
timespan that enables the implementation of the proposal, but
also its deployment and popularisation (promotion, training,
awareness raising) should be envisaged. Alternatively, the projects
that follow up previous undertakings, but focus on the imple-
mentation and absorption by the market need to be promoted.
These solutions seem to be recognised by several funding bod-
ies, but the effectiveness of their enforcement needs further-
ance.

8.2. Methods’ documentation
Additional effort should be undertaken to enhance the doc-

umentation of the methods so the level of details would en-
able their unproblematic deployment and exploitation. Com-
panion to papers or book chapters extensive reports need to
be published that are publicly and continuously available. Ide-
ally, they should explain the relevant concepts, components and
tasks based on illustrative examples. For each activity, an esti-
mation of the effort, time and complexity should be provided.

8.3. Supporting tools
Tools enable reducing the complexity and the cost of a so-

lution without decreasing its quality and scope [128]. Reli-
able, easy-in-use and economic tools are highly demanded [41].
Practice shows that this is especially important at the initial
stages when an organisation commences its first security assess-
ments. To overcome the entry barriers of no-knowledge and ex-
perience, straightforward solutions are sought rather than elabo-
rated ones. Similarly, facilitated, more self-explaining methods
that enable application by regular IT personnel are in demand.
Also, an important factor is the availability of the tools which
together with detailed documentation should be published in
easily accessible locations, possibly on open platforms on the
Internet. The tools should be continuously maintained which is

reflected in the associated activities. It is not encouraging if the
latest activity related to a tool was recorded a decade or a half
ago.

8.4. Methods’ evaluation
A great extent of work needs to be carried out in the area

of the evaluation of the proposals. With a case study, that is
currently the most common procedure of claiming methods’
quality attributes, the overall excellence of the methods, includ-
ing their effectiveness and efficiency, remains declarative. Case
studies can evidence only a limited set of variables related to
the utilisation of a method, usually associated with a particular
setting and circumstances. To provide a convincing argument
that a method satisfies the requirements for correctly assessing
cybersecurity of critical systems, structured methodologies of
evaluation that employ criteria, metrics and repeatable proce-
dures need to be followed.

8.5. Other research directions
Despite the large number of existing proposals, new, alter-

native ones are still being introduced. They often repeat the
earlier approaches, unaware of their existence. The path that
builds upon existing methodologies, enforces their strengths
and eliminates weaknesses should be taken instead. For that,
comprehensive studies of related work conducted by the re-
search teams and periodically repeated literature surveys are
necessary. It is also very important to disambiguate the con-
cepts of risk assessment and security assessment in the studies
to avoid confusion of potential recipients of a solution. Another
interesting area that requires further research is the integration
of security assessment with situational awareness and threat in-
telligence [83]. In the concept, system information gathered in
real-time from multiple sensors deployed in various locations
is automatically processed and analysed to provide indications
on the current security level of the system. The research chal-
lenges associated with the domain primarily concern the effi-
ciency and scalability of solutions as well as their attack de-
tection and classification capabilities. Also, there is space for
scientific exploration in decision-support methods and tools for
security assessments and assessment-based decisions on the ar-
chitecture of security management systems [18].

9. Conclusion

The paper presented the results of a systematic study that
aimed at the identification and analysis of cybersecurity assess-
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Table 10: Activities to improve cybersecurity assessment areas.
Area Action

Evidence of
the
method’s
application

Fostering long term projects that encompass method’s implementation, deployment and popularisation
Promoting follow-up projects focused on implementation and market-delivery
Enforcing operational implementations by funding bodies
Conducting research projects in collaboration with industry and customers
Delivering training and courses to support the transfer of technology

Methods’
documen-
tation

Enhancing the level of details to enable methods’ deployment and utilisation
Publishing detailed reports with illustrative examples
Including estimations of the effort, time and complexity of assessment activities

Supporting
tools

Developing reliable, easy-in-use and economic tools
Sharing in easily accessible locations, possibly on open platforms in the Internet
Continuously maintaining

Methods’
evaluation

Developing structured evaluation methodologies
Introducing criteria, metrics and repeatable procedures

Other

Building upon existing methodologies
Conducting comprehensive studies of related work, periodic literature surveys
Disambiguating the concepts of risk assessment and security assessment
Integration of security assessment with situational awareness
Decision-support methods and tools for security assessments and assessment-based decisions

ment methods. The research followed the Webster and Wat-
son’s as well as Kitchenham and Brereton approach and com-
prised a two-stages search process in the established scientific
databases. The first stage focused on existing literature reviews,
the second stage concerned individual methods. The reviews’
search evidenced a practical lack of existing reviews. Only two
proper reviews were identified, yet their scope was limited to
particular application domains. This motivated performing the
second stage of the research. Based on evident selection and
evaluation criteria, 32 cybersecurity assessment methods were
identified and analysed. The main observations from the re-
search are described in the previous two sections. Findings
(Section 7) are grouped into categories related to the evaluation
criteria, which in turn reflect the methods’ purpose, structure
and applicability characteristics. Important gaps that primar-
ily concern the application of the methods have been identified
(Section 8). Namely, the methods’ practical use in operational
contexts is extremely scarce and the proposals are limited to pi-
lot or demonstration sites, hypothetical scenarios or some pre-
liminary configurations. This can be visibly connected to the
methods’ applicability properties that have been revealed dur-
ing the analysis. For instance, the methods’ documentation may
not be sufficiently detailed to facilitate the method’s deploy-
ment and practical use, no information on the time and effort
necessary to employ a method is provided or there is a lack of
supporting tools. These observations give a clear indication of
the areas of improvement and research directions that are de-
scribed in more detail in Section 8. Primarily, a great extent
of work needs to be performed in the area methods’ evalua-
tion. This involves following structured methodologies of eval-
uation that employ criteria, metrics and repeatable procedures
when assessing the methods. Also, better evidence of meth-
ods’ application needs to be provided, efficient supporting tools
designed and implemented, and methods’ documentation sig-

nificantly improved.
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